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SuuuuARy oF DtssERTATtoN THEsts

This thesis is focused on the hormonal regulation of plant cell division and growth. Both
these processes are crucial in shaping sessile plant body. The manifestation of
directionality in ce|| p|ate formation during cýokinesis as we|| as in cell e|ongation cou|d
be found in a form of various shapes of cells, organs and whole plants. Equal and
inequal cell division, cell elongation and isodiametric cell growth - they all allow
establishing, forming and maintaining character of tissues, organs and whole bodies
during plant development.

Scientific research has always been focused on regulatory compounds, the action of
which induces detectable and observable responses. By uncovering the exact
mechanisms of their mode of action, many intermediate messengers were found.
However, classical concept of "major regulators' survived until these days. lndeed, plant
hormones, small organic molecules with wide range of effects, are typical
representatives of such compounds, which are studied already around one hundred
years. They are synthesised and utilised in various tissues throughout the whole plant
and they could be transported in vasculature to long distances.

Auxins and cýokinins - regu|ators of plant development
The research of recent years contributed remarkably to the understanding of signalling
cascades triggered by plant hormone auxin. Auxin (indole-3-acetic acid, 14{) as an
endogenous plant compound participates on control of cell division, polar elongation
and difÍerentiation. Gradients of auxin concentration in a tissue coordinate both spatia|
and temporal aspects of plant growth and development (review by Woodward and
Bartel, 2005). According to present knowledge, the mechanism of action of auxin
includes its binding to specific binding protein(s) (review by Badescu and Napier, 2006)
and subsequent activation of nuclear proteasome-mediated specific degradation of
auxin-inducible transcriptional regulators (review by Leyser, 2006). This mechanism
represents an elegant and efficient control of gene expression. However, auxin action is
much more complex and depends on the metabolism and cell-to-cell transport of auxin
molecules. Auxin is the only plant hormone that undergoes polarized transport in the
cell-to-cell manner and this transport coordinates many processes of plant development
(recent reviews by Blakeslee et al., 2005a; Friml and Wisniewska, 2005; Fleming,
2006). The po|ariý of auxin transport is provided by the asymmetric distribution at the
plasma membrane of auxin influx and malnly efflux carriers for which good candidates
were proposed and extensively studied. These include auxin influx facilitators of
AU)OLAX family (Bennett et al., 1996), auxin efflux facilitators of PIN family (reviewed
by Paponov et al., 2005) and plant orthologs of mammalian ABGtype transporters of
MDRUPGP family (review by Geisler and Murphy, 2006), members of which might serve
as either auxin influx or auxin efflux facilitators.

Cytokinins, often defined as substances promoting cell division in plant tissue
cultures with optimal concentration of auxins (Horgan, 1984), are adenine derivatives
with pleiotropic physiological effects (Sakakibara, 2006). Their mechanism of action is
based on their binding to receptor histidine kinase and subsequent autophosphorylation
of receptor molecule and phosphotransfer protein followed by phosphorylation of
response regulator that initiates transcription of cýokinin response genes (review by
Bishopp et a|., 2006). So, in contrast to auxin, cýokinins do not act via specific
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degradation but their response regulators are positive or negative regulators of a
specific expression. Although there are some evidences about the existence of small
purine permease, activity of which is competitively inhibited by cytokinins (Gilliseen et
al., 2000), a possible directional cellto-cell transport of cytokinins has not been
demonstrated.

Simplified models for studying hormonal regulation of plant cell division and
elongation
When studying the hormonal regulation of cell division and growth, various cultures of in
vitro propagated organ, tissue or cell cultures are often used. These models allow
investigation of morphogenetic processes leading to particular organogenesis. Auxins
and cytokinins are among the most intensively studied plant hormones and their
balanced levels in tissue culture are determining pattern of development.
Morphoregu|atory effect of auxin-cýokinin ratio was described in tobacco tissue cu|ture,
where more cytokinins induced shooting, more auxins rooting and balanced levels of
both regulators induced callus formation (Skoog and Miller, 1957). Today, this concept
is sti|| va|id and ba|anced |eve|s of exogenous|y app|ied auxins and cýokinins are used
as the only essential hormonalfactors maintaining repeated cell division in cell cultures.

With respect to processes of cell division, growth and elongation, cell lines cultured
in |iquid medium could serve as suitab|e mode|s. Highly friab|e ce|| |ines oÍ Nicotiana
tabacum, L., cv. Bright Yellow BY-2 (Nagata et al., 1992) and cv. Virginia Bright ltalia
VBI.0 (opatrný and opatrná' 1976) are among on|y very few mode|s, if not the only
ones, which simulate in their growth phases roughly the behaviour of meristematic,
elongating and even root cap cells (Sakai et al., 2004). In the life cycle of such cell
culture, cell division and cell elongation are manifested as the simplified example of
patterning process. Using models of axially dividing tobacco cultured cells it was nicely
shown that plant hormone auxin actually synchronizes pattem of cell division (Nick,
2006).

Objectives and outlines of this thesis
The main objective of the work presented in this thesis was to contribute to the
understanding of hormonal regulation of plant cell division and growth. For this purpose,
simplified models of tobacco cell lines VB!-0 and BY-2 were chosen. !n these cytokinin-
autotrophic cell lines, cell division intensity as well as its polarity could be manipulated
by changing the exogenous supply of auxin. Effective actual concentrations of auxins
and cytokinins inside cells result from many processes. These include changes of
exogenous sources of phytohormones, biosynthesis, conjugation and degradation of
endogenous phytohormones and their intracellular and intercellular transport. Changes
of both exogenous and endogenous auxin and cytokinin levels were studied with
respect to processes of cell division and growth. Major questions that have been raised
in this thesis are connected with the mechanism of auxin transport, because as stated
above it appeared to be critical for maintenance of balanced auxin levels and thus for
keeping proper cell and organ polarity. However, at the beginning of the work,
cytokinins as necessary partners of auxins were addressed, and their secretion into the
cultivation medium in relation to cell development was studied.

Chapter I of this thesis is actually the continuation of work started in our laboratory
by my supervisor, Dr. Eva ZaŽíma|ová. During the studies of regu|ation of internal leve|s
of hormones it was observed that decreasing auxinlevels in the cultivation medium
resulted in the substantial increase of levels of biologically active cytokinins during
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exponentia| phase of growth of VBI.O ce||s (ZaŽíma|ová et a|., 1996). At the time, when
the work started, there were not many evidences about possible release of endogenous
cytokinins into the cultivation medium as well as about the proportion of endogenous
and released cytokinins. In this chapter, we describe how cells of the cytokinin-
autonomous tobacco cell line VBI-O keep balanced levels of physiologically active
cytokinins. Cytokinins were excreted from the cells during the whole subcultivation
period, and their concentrations in the cultivation medium were found to be
approximately in proportion to their momentary levels inside the cells. The excretion
might thus represent one of the mechanisms controlling endogenous cytokinin
concentrations. As it was shown in our following work (Motyka et al., 2003), inducible
expression of isopentenyl-transferase gene (encoding the key enzyme of cytokinin
biosynthesis) in tobacco suspension cells (Nicotiana tabacum, L., cv. Wisconsin 38) led
to the increase of cýokinin excretion into the cu|tivation medium. Moreover,
overproduction of cytokinins resulted in increased ce|| division activiý resu|ting in higher
number of smaller cells. These results strongly suggest the existence of regulatory
mechanisms controlling transport of cýokinins across p|asma membrane.

Similar way as for cytokinins, the ratio of extemal to internal concentration of auxins
is crucial for the regulation of plant cell division and growth. !n Ghapter 2, a description
of relationship between auxin accumulation (reflecting actual auxin flow through the cell)
and cell division in tobacco VBI-O cell line is presented. lt was shown earlier
(ZaŽíma|ová et a|., 1995) that decreased |eve|s of auxin in the cu|tivation medium are
compensated by increased production of endogenous auxin !AA. In this work we have
described for the first time at ce||u|ar |eve| the efÍect of 1.naphthylphtha|amic acid (NPA;
an inhibitor of polar auxin transport on the level of auxin afflux) on cell division polarity.
The application of NPA to tobacco VB!-O cells results in increased accumulation of
ťH]NAA (naphtha|ene.1.acetic acid) in ce||s and temporary and reversib|e inhibition of
cell division activity. Partial loss of cell polarity and disturbed orientation of cell division
were observed when cell division activity resumed. The data suggest that an NPA-
binding regulatory protein is involved in directing of proper localisation of auxin efflux
carrier to specific regions of the plasma membrane. The protocol for the measurement
of auxin transport characteristics based on the method by Delbane et al (1996) was
adapted for VBI.O cells and described in detai| inZažíma|ová and Petrášek (2000).

Ghapter 3 is the contribution to the research on the mechanism of action of
phytotropins, inhibitors of auxin transport, and how they regulate cell division polarity.
We have compared the effect of phytotropin (NPA) and vesicle trafficking inhibitor
brefe|din A (BFA) on both auxin transport and cellular structures (cýoske|eton,
endoplasmic reticulum) in tobacco BY-2 cells. Both these compounds strongly
decreased auxin efflux, but BFA in contrast to NPA had substantial structural impact on
structures of actin cýoskeleton and membranes of endop|asmic reticu|um' This
observation together with concentration relationships suggest that NPA, and perhaps
other phytotropins as well, have very specific effect on putative auxin efflux carrier
activity rather than they generally inhibit vesicle-mediated protein traffic to the plasma
membrane (Geldner et al., 2001). Furthermore, the data emphasise the importance of
actin filaments and possibly endomembranes in vesicle-mediated trafficking of proteins
and in the cycling of the auxin efflux catalyst itself.

Besides the above-mentioned ro|e of phytotropins, the regu|ation of auxin efí|ux
carrier activiý cou|d be, in princip|e, under regu|atory contro| of auxin mo|ecu|e itse|f.
Modulation of subcellular protein translocation is actually one of the possible
mechanisms, how signalling molecules can control cell behaviour. ln animal and human
cells this mode of regulation is often based on constitutive cycling, which consists of
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repeated internalisation of proteins from and recycling them back to the plasma
membrane. In spite of the fact that several plant proteins, including PlNs, exhibit
constitutive cycling, no such mechanism of hormone action has been shown in plants
yet. In Ghapter 4 a novel mode of plant hormone action is implied. The evidence mme,
among others, from our experiments with VB!-O and BY-2 cells. Pre-treatment wilh 2,4-
D, a weak substrate for auxin efí|ux carrier(s) in BY.2 ce||s, significant|y increased the
efflux of NAA (a good substrate for auxin efflux carriers there) and abolished the
inhibitory effect of BFA suggesting that auxin stimulates its own efflux by a vesicle-
trafficking-dependent mechanism. By modulation of vesicle trafficking of PIN proteins,
auxin regu|ates their incidence and activity at the ce|| suríace, providing a mechanism
for the feedback regulation of auxin transport from cells.

Since plant tissues are hardly accessible for direct measurements of auxin
accumulation in individual cells, until recently the evidence that PlNs are real "auxin
efflux catalysts" has been missing. ln Chapter 5 the rate-limiting function of PIN
proteins in cellular auxin efflux is described in detail in tobacco BY-2 cells. Moreover, we
show here that PlNs mediate auxin efflux from mammalian and yeast cells without
needing additional plant-specific factors. Conditional gain-of-function alleles and
quantitative measurements of auxin accumulation in Arabidopsis and tobacco cultured
cells revealed that the action of PlNs in auxin efflux is distinct from PGP, rate-limiting,
specific to auxins, and sensitive to auxin transport inhibitors. This suggests a direct
involvement of PlNs in catallzing cellular auxin efflux.

Chapter 6 has been published in a book devoted to tobacco BY-2 cell line. It
summarizes and discusses recent progression in the field of auxin transport
that has been achieved using tobacco cultured cells. Their advantages in studies of
processes such as cell division, elongation and establishment of cell polarity are
highlighted. ln addition to that, summary of our recent results is presented in Fig. 3 of
this chapter. !t describes phenoýpic changes in reaction to the overproduction of PlN
proteins, which were previously reported to be typical for the response to auxin
depletion. These changes include the cessation of cell division, stimulation of cell
elongation and amyloplasts formation. The fact that NPA as well as higher
concentration of exogenous auxin were capable of preventing all observed "auxin-
depletion"-induced changes points out to the modification in auxin efflux after
overexpression of PlNs.

Chapters (published papers) that form this thesis

Ghapter I

Excretion of cýokinins into the cultivation medium by suspension-cultured
tobacco cells

Jan Petrášek, A|ena Březinová, Josef Ho|ík, EvaZaŽima|ová

Pfant Gell Reports 21, 97 -104, 2002
The dynamics of individua| cýokinins were determined in both the ce||s and the cu|tivation medium during
the subcu|ture interva| of ce|| suspension cu|tures oÍ Nicotiana tabacum L.,, Iine VB|-0. The amounts of
cýokinins detected in the cu|tivation medium were |ess than 1 pmo| m|-' of suspension. |n the |ate
stationary phase, the levels of isopentenyladenosine, as well as that of dihydrozeatin and its riboside,
increased significantly. However, when expressed per cell number, the levels of zeatin- and
isopenteny|adenine-ýpe cýokinins in both the ce||s and medium were at a maximum at the beginning of
the subcu|ture interva| and then gradua||y decreased. Cýokinins were excreted from the ce||s during the
whole subcultivation period, and their concentrations in the cultivation medium were found to be
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approximately in proportion to their momentary levels inside the cells. The excretion might thus represent
one of the mechanisms contro||ing endogenous cýokinin concentrations.

Chapter 2

Auxin efflux carrier activity and auxin accumulation regulate cell division and
polarity in tobacco cells

Jan Petrášek, Miros|av E|čkner, David A. Monis, EvaZaŽima|ová

Planta 216, 302-308, 2002
Division and growth of most types of in vitro cultured plant cells require an external souroe of auxin. In
such cultures, the ratio of extemal to internal auxin concentration is crucial for the regulation of the
phases of the standard growth cycle. ln this report the internal concentration of auxin in suspension-
cultured cells of Nicotianatabacum L., strain VBI-O, was manipulated either (i) by increasing 1O-fold the
normal concentration of 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) and 2,44ichlorophenoxyacetic acid in the
external medium; or (ii) by addition 1-N-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA; an inhibitor of auxin efflux and of
auxin efflux carrier traffic). Both treatments delayed the onset of cell division for 6-7 days without loss of
ce|| viabi|ity. ln both cases, ce|| division activiý subsequent|y resumed coincident with a reduction in the
ability of cells to accumulate IHINAA from an extemal medium. Following renewed cell division, a
significant proportion of the NPA-treated cells but not those grown at high auxin concentration, exhibited
changes in the orientation of new cell divisions and loss of polarity. We conclude that cell division, but not
cell elongation, is prevented when the internal auxin concentration rises above a critical threshold value
and that the directed trafiic of auxin efflux carriers to the plasma membrane may regulate the orientation
of cell divisions.

Ghapter 3

Do Phýotropins lnhibit Auxin Efflux by lmpairing Vesicle Traffic?

Jan Petrášek, Adriana Černá, Kateřina Schwarzerová, Miros|av Elčkner, David A.
Morris, EvaZaŽíma|ová

Pf ant Physiology 131, 254-263, 2003
Phýotropins such as 1-N-naphthy|phtha|amic acid (NPA) strong|y inhibit auxin eff|ux, but the mechanism
of this inhibition remains unknown. Auxin efflux is also strongly decreased by the vesicle trafficking
inhibitor brefeldin A (BFA). Using suspension-cultured interphase cells of the BY-2 tobacco (Nicotiana
tabacum L. cv Bright-Yellow 2) cell line, we compared the effects of NPA and BFA on auxin accumulation
and on the anangement of the cytoskeleton and endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The inhibition of auxin efflux
(stimulation of net accumulation) by both NPA and BFA occurred rapidly with no measurable lag. NPA
had no observable effect on the arrangement of microtubules, actin filaments, or ER. Thus, its inhibitory
effect on auxin eff|ux was not mediated by perturbation of the cýoske|eta| system and ER' BFA, however,
caused substantial alterations to the arrangement of actin filaments and ER, including a characteristic
accumulation of actin in the perinuclear rytoplasm. Even at saturating concentrations, NPA inhibited net
auxin efflux far more effectively than did BFA. Therefore, a proportion of the NPA-sensitive auxin efflux
carriers may be protected from the action of BFA. Maximum inhibition of auxin efflux occurred at
concentrations of NPA substantially below those previously reported to be necessary to perturb vesicle
trafficking. We found no evidence to support recent suggestions that the action of auxin transport
inhibitors is mediated by a general inhibition of vesicle-mediated protein traffic to the plasma membrane.

Ghapter 4

Auxin inhibits endocytosis and promotes its own efflux from cells

Tomasz Paciorek, Eva ZaŽíma|ová, Nadia Ruthardt, Jan Petrášek, York.Dieter
Stierhof, Jtirgen K|eine-Vehn, David A. Morris, NeiI Emans, Gerd JÚrgens, Niko
Ge|dner, Jiří Frim|

Nature 435(7046) | 1251 -1256, 2005
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One of the mechanisms by which signalling molecules regulate cellular behaviour is modulating
subcellular protein translocation. This mode of regulation is often based on specialized vesicle trafficking-,
termed constitutive rycling, which consists of repeated internalization and recycling of proteins to and
from the plasma membrane. No such mechanism of hormone action has been shown in plants although
severa| proteins, inc|uding the P|N auxin eff|ux faci|itators, exhibit constitutive cycling. Here we show thát
a major regulator of plant development, auxin, inhibits endocytosis. This effect is specific to biologically
active auxins and requires activiý of the Ca|ossin-|ike protein B|G. By inhibiting the interna|ization step of
PIN constitutive cycling, auxin increases levels of PlNs at the plasma membrane. Concomitantly, auxin
promotes its own eff|ux from ce||s by a vesic|e-trafÍicking-dependent mechanism. Furthermore,
asymmetric auxin translocation during gravitropism is correlated with decreased PIN internalization. Our
data imply a previously undescribed mode of plant hormone action: by modulating PIN protein trafficking,
auxin regu|ates PlN abundance and activiý at the ce|| surface, providing a mechanism for the feedback
regu|atíon of auxin transport.

Ghapter 5

PIN proteins perforrn a rate-limiting function in cellular auxin efflux
Jan Petrášek, Jozef Mravec, Rodo|phe Bouchard, Joshua J. B|akes|ee, Me|inda Abas,
Danie|a Seifertová, Justyna WiŠniewska, Zerihun Tadele, Martin Kubeš, Mi|ada
Čovanová, Pankaj Dhonukshe, Petr Skůpa, Eva Benková, Lucie Perry, Pave| Křeček,
Ok Ran Lee, Gerald R. Fink, Markus Geisler, Angus S. Murphy, Christian Luschnig, Eva
ZaŽímalová, Jiří Friml
Science 312: 914-91 8, 2006
lntercellular flow of the phytohormone auxin underpins multiple developmental processes in plants. plant-
specific pin-formed (PlN) proteins and several phosphoglycoprotein (PGP)transporters are crucialfactors
in auxin transport-related development, yet the molecular function of PlNs remains unknown. Here, we
show that PlNs mediate auxin efflux from mammalian and yeast cells without needing additional plant-
specific factors. Conditional gain-of-function alleles and quantitative measurements of auxin accumulation
in Arabidopsis and tobacco cultured cells revealed that the action of PlNs in auxin efflux is distinct from
PGP, rate-limiting, specific to auxins, and sensitive to auxin transport inhibitors. This suggests a direct
involvement of PlNs in catialyzing cellular auxin efflux.

Chapter 6

The BY-2 Gell Line as a Tool to Study Auxin Transport
Jan Petrášek, Eva Zažímalová

Biotechnology in Agriculture and Forestry Vol. 58 "Tobac,co BY-2 Cells: From
Ce||u|ar Dynamics !9 omigs',' Nagata, T., Matsuoka, K., lnzé, D. (eds), Springer.Ver|ag,
Berlin Heidelberg, 107-11 5, 2006
Auxin transport plays a key role in the regulation of plant growth and development. Either it runs in
apoplast by mass flow in the phloem together with other metabolites and/or there exists a parallel, cell{o-
cell, strictly directional, carrier-mediated active transport. The major contribution to our understanding of
its physiology as well as molecular background comes from studies in planta. However, during the last
ten years, tobacco ce|| lines such as BY-2 have provided a major impetus for precise ana|yšis of the
machinery performing auxin flow across cell membranes at the cellular level. In this chapter recent
knowledge about the molecular mechanism of auxin transport is summarized, and the data are discussed
in the context of recent findings concerning the role of directional cell-to-cell transport of auxin in plant
development. The resu|ts obtained using BY-2 as we|l as other tobacco ce|| |ines higÍrtignt the advantáges
of these mode|s in studies of auxin-regulated processes such as cell divĚioň, ebngation ánd
establishment of cell polarity.
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